
...to the Spring 2016 issue of our

Members’ Bulletin.  As we go to press,

the future of steel making in the UK

remains uncertain.

But perhaps we have to look upon what is
happening as a chance to start again with a
new set of owners and smaller companies. For
example, Liberty Steel are the ‘new kids’ on the
block having bought the old Alpha steelworks
in Newport, a large number of the ex Caparo
businesses and recently acquired Dalzell plate
mill.  I am sure there will be interest for buying
Tata Speciality in South Yorkshire. 

Port Talbot is, of course, a big issue 
What we need next is to see these new
owners investing in innovative technology that
will increase productivity lower cost and make
the industry sustainable.

Getting off my particular hobby horse, you will
see that this issue is full of news from members
who continue to innovate, diversify, explore and
win impressive new contracts, so the prevailing
theme is undoubtedly positive - a tribute to the
positivity and expertise of our members. 
Superbly well done - no need for me to say ‘keep
it up’ because you do!
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I am not afraid to admit that
at this point in time I am unable
to decide one way or the other.
But what I am clear about is that
I seriously question the wisdom
of placing a decision, which may
have significant consequences, in
the hands of Joe Public.

June the 23rd ‘Referendum
Day’ is not so far away and I
would hazard a guess that, like
me, Joe Public, is not in a position
to make an informed decision on
where to place that all important
tick on the ballet paper.

The political stalls of Pro
European and Brexit have been
set up and key players have
chosen sides. 

Each camp has launched their
irrefutable claims in the daily
press only to be quickly followed
by evidence of an opposing view
rubbishing the claim.

Poor Joe Public is therefore
none the wiser.

I headed to the internet to
search out opinions.

In November the all-Party
Parliamentary Manufacturing

Group held a debate on the pros
and cons of EU membership but
apart from airing differing views
it only appears to have served in
confirming that there are indeed
pros and cons.

In amongst the endless
betting sites offering odds on the
outcome, there are some lively
debates going on and some
contributors have very valid
points of view. There are a
number of educational guides,
history lessons, predictions and
interpretations. However after
hours of site hopping, although I
maybe a little wiser, having
viewed the arguments for and
against with an open mind, I am
still no closer to deciding to stay
or not to stay. I will continue to
listen to the arguments from
both sides so at least this Joe will
be able to make an informed
decision. 

When the time comes, some
will vote with their head and
some with their heart and many
will still be undecided, but I guess
that’s democracy. I only hope that

the outcome is the right one.
As we go to print, news just

in that the future of steel making
in the UK hangs in the balance.

At a board meeting in
Mumbai, Tata Steel rejected a
rescue plan for Port Talbot
Works and instead voted
unanimously to sell off the
companies UK assets.

Tata are now looking for
buyers for their UK operations
and are unable to guarantee that
plants will remain open whilst
deals are brokered.

It is hard to imagine that a
single buyer will be found and
therefore most likely that the
industry will be split up into a
number of independent
companies.

It is vital that our steel
industry survives in some shape
or form and whilst the
immediate future holds a lot of
uncertainties this forced
restructuring may also offer
opportunities.

Message from the Chairman

Association News

Bob Coombes

Chairman

Bob Ruddlestone BMPCA Director has
welcomed the decision by the world’s
largest builders of steel plants and
associated equipment, CISDI, to become
members of the BMPCA.

The group is part of the Metallurgical Corporation
of China, a Fortune 500 company and a contractor in
the construction of the ‘Bird’s Nest’ Olympic stadium
in Beijing.

The Sheffield office of CISDI, which was opened in
2014, will provide engineering design services and be
the purchasing hub for the group, sourcing
components and equipment for plants worldwide.

One of the main functions of the company is to
procure hi-tech engineering components, which will be
integrated into steel plants worldwide, and ideally they
want to buy them from the UK

They are welcoming approaches from local firms
producing bearings, seals, pumps and motors - all the
clever stuff that CISDI needs for the huge steel
equipment it creates.

BMPCA Welcomes                          to Membership

‘‘

To stay or not to stay... that is the question. But what is the answer? 

‘‘

Members please keep your news
articles coming in. Please visit us at
www.bmpca.org.uk

CISDI

CISDI was responsible for the design of the 
Panzhihua Iron & Steel Corporation in China



Chesterfield Special Cylinders’
(CSC) strategy of developing new
markets away from the stagnant
oil and gas sector is continuing to
pay dividends, with the latest key
contract having been secured with
The European Space Agency
(ESA) and the French
Government’s National Centre for
Space Studies.  CSC’s products
will be used on future space
rocket launches.  

CSC’s Business Development
Manager, Daniel Millard, says the
contract is a major milestone for
CSC:  “We are very proud to say
that the ESA will be installing our
specially-designed cylinders for
future launches of its space
rockets, including Ariane 5, Vega
and Soyuz.”

CSC has been contracted by
the Italian space sector specialist
Telematic Solutions to design and
manufacture 15 bespoke 1,000-
litre cylinders to provide the
helium for pressurisation of tanks
utilised on the rocket launcher in
French Guiana.

“The European space
programme is one of the world’s
leading engineering projects, so
obviously every single component
has to be 100% reliable,”
continues Millard.  “It is a mark of
CSC’s reputation that our
cylinders will be relied on in this
project for some time to come,

and recognition of our designers’
and engineers’ skill that CSC has
been chosen as a programme
partner.”

The ESA is the owner of the
launch infrastructure for the
Ariane 5, Vega and Soyuz
launchers, including the launcher
and satellite preparation buildings,
the launch operation facilities and
the launcher production facilities
for the rockets’ solid propellant
boosters.

Developing new global
markets 

The contract reflects CSC’s
concerted push into new markets
following the downturn in the
global oil and gas market.   In
particular, CSC has stepped up its
operations in the defence sector,
with a further success being £1.5
million worth of contracts from
leading defence suppliers. 

Managing director Mick
Pinder explains:

“We are a well-established
supplier to leading oil and gas
producers, but took a strategic
decision some years ago to dilute
our dependency on that sector.
Our defence sector business is
going from strength to strength
and we now supply almost every
navy around the world with
specialist high pressure cylinders
for ships and submarines.

Our integrity management
business has also established a
global reputation and we expect
that to be growing throughout
2016.

The latest £1.5 million
defence order underlines our
position in that sector and bodes
well for further growth there.” 

Sheffield-based Chesterfield Special Cylinders (CSC) 
continues to win landmark contracts outside the oil and gas sector, 

which is experiencing a global downturn.  

Chesterfield 
Special 
Cylinders

European Space   
Agency’s rocket 

programmes upgrade to 
Chesterfield Special Cylinders - 

Strategy to build on new 
global markets pays dividends
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Night launch - Ariane 5 lift off   

Daylight launch - Galileo Soyuz VS13 liftoff  

Credit: Photo 
Copyright ESA

Credit: Photo Copyright ESA CNES
ARIANESPACE –Optique Video du
CSG, S. Martin, 2015



Those due to be attending
and exhibiting  include  Siemens,
ABB, Rockwell Automation, Pilz,
IFM, Sick, Wittenstein and Mersen.

Customers at previous events
have included Tata Steel, Siemens
Metals Technologies, The Royal
Mint, Welsh Water, Eastman,
Evoqua, and Catalent Pharma
Solutions. 

The event is free to attend
and will be held at IAC’s
headquarters in Queensway
Meadows, Newport on Tuesday
10th and Wednesday 11th of May.

Experts in their field will
present educational seminars,

show case exciting new
technologies and provide product
demonstrations and hands-on
workshops. 

The supplier’s exhibition will
feature in the region of thirty
equipment displays including
variable speed drives, motors,
sensors, programmable
controllers, communications,
motion control and machine
safety. 

Celebrating its 11th
anniversary, the event aims to
provide a platform for our
partners and suppliers to
demonstrate their capabilities to
new and existing customers and
their engineers.  

The two day event will
showcase the experience and
expertise of IAC, which is
recognised as one of the United
Kingdom’s leading systems
integrators. In addition attendees
will be able to see the latest
offerings from the world’s major
equipment suppliers and learn
about the latest developments in
engineering and technology.

Members News

Users and suppliers of
industrial controls
equipment are preparing to
converge on Industrial
Automation and Control
(IAC) works in Newport
this May.
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South Wales industrial
controls two day event 

Entry to the exhibition is free
with catering provided although
pre registration is essential.
Register by visiting  
www.iac-ltd.co.uk/openday 
or call 01633 293000



Metals Industry associated projects have always

contributed significantly to IAC’s annual turnover. 

The demise of the UK Steel industry over recent

years has meant that like many others we have

needed to search out other markets. 

As a result our customer base has 

widened and diversified. Not only have 

the faces of our customers changed, so 

too have the type of the projects 

we undertake.

Diversify
into new
markets

Members News
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In today’s challenging manufacturing environment, it is often

a company’s R&D budget which is cut first in the drive to

reduce costs. however, progressive innovation through R&D

is key to creating value through product differentiation,

product and process improvement and in preventing margin

erosion. If a company is to remain a market leader, a

dynamic R&D programme is vital.  When we formed Innoval

Technology we were acutely aware of the predicament

facing many manufacturing companies, and we decided to

offer a solution that would satisfy both the company’s

development needs and the accountant’s balance sheet.

OUTSOURCED R&D
AND ALUMINIUM

TESTING – ThE COST
EffECTIvE WAy

fORWARD

We love it when a plan comes
…the story behind

One of these projects,
REALCAR (Recycled Aluminium
CAR), has received a lot of
publicity recently on account of its
success in catalysing the transition
from steel to aluminium for Jaguar
Land Rover body structures
across their whole vehicle range,
and we’re proud to say that we
played a significant part in the
initiation of this project.

The project’s success hinges
around a significant breakthrough
in the cost to use aluminium sheet
for automotive structures. Some
10 years ago we had discussions
on the imperative for lower cost
aluminium sheet with Mark White,
Chief  Technical Specialist, Light
Weight Vehicle Structures at
Jaguar Land Rover (JLR). We

realised that the only way to get
to the JLR cost and sustainability
targets was to use as much
recycled aluminium as possible
and to minimise the use of prime
metal. The aim was to effectively
treat aluminium in cars in the
same way as aluminium in cans by
recycling at every stage of
production and at end of life. The
shorthand notation for this
conceived at the time was “Cans
to Cars”. The outcome of these
discussions was our formulation
and development of the
REALCAR project that was
funded through a collaborative
R&D competition launched by
Innovate UK in 2007. The other
partners in the project aside from
us and JLR (as the project leader)

were Novelis, Stadco, Zyomax,
Norton Aluminium and Brunel
University. Innovate UK
contributed approximately 70% of
the funding towards the £2 million
project.

The project demonstrated
that it was perfectly possible to
make the AA5754 structural sheet
alloy from segregated and
returned press shop scrap
without any sacrifice of
performance. This version of the
alloy is now being promoted by
JLR and Novelis as RC5754. The
new Jaguar XE was the first
vehicle build to use RC 5754 and
future models like the 2016 XF
and F-Pace SUV will also use this
alloy. 

The concept has also been

extended by Novelis for the
AA6xxx automotive alloys. As JLR
generate about 50% of sheet
scrap during their pressing
operations for vehicle body-in-
white manufacture, they ensure
that all this scrap is segregated by
alloy family type and is directly
returned to Novelis for further
automotive sheet manufacture.
Novelis has set up casting facilities 
at their Latchford recycling plant
in the UK to cast rolling blocks
from the returned AA5xxx and
AA6xxx press shop scrap
essentially as RC5754 and
RC6xxx. The value of the press
shop scrap is about 90 to 95% of
the LME aluminium price and this
effectively means that the price
paid by JLR for their sheet from
Novelis is discounted by a
significant fraction of the LME
price for every second rolled coil.
This significantly reduces the cost
of using aluminium sheet for
vehicle construction and has made
a major direct contribution to
JLR’s sheet purchases worth

It’s crucial that we remain at the forefront of developments in the aluminium industry

so that our clients can be confident that our technical knowledge is as up to date as it

can be. One of the ways we do this is by being involved, as leaders or partners, in UK-

Government funded (via Innovate UK) collaborative R&D projects. We’ve been involved

in 20 such projects over the last 10 years and this has strengthened our interactions

with both the UK Science base and the OEMs.



Running a
fully operational
R&D and
aluminium
testing facility is
an expensive
business for any
company. Such
facilities are
required to
maintain a full
range of
technical skills
and an extensive
range of capital

equipment. The essence of the
problem is that an individual
company may need all these
skills and resources, but it
doesn’t need them all of the
time. At Innoval we provide our

customers with access to critical
skills, experience and high
maintenance equipment, but they
only pay for the services they
require, when they need them.
Effectively, these customers are
sharing the operating costs of an
R&D centre with a range of non-
competitive companies.

The outsourcing model
makes so much sense to us, that
we use it ourselves. In addition
to offering a range of in-house
aluminium testing facilities, we
can send our own skilled
experimentalists to use the
equipment at local universities.
This means that our costs, and
ultimately those of our
customers, are kept low whilst at
the same time we ensure that

the most appropriate methods
are employed to solve a
customer’s problem – we don’t
just use what we have here in
Banbury. Furthermore, we use
our product expertise and
knowledge of end use
applications to interpret the test
results and provide sound,
impartial recommendations. It is
important that we fully
understand our customer’s
problems and solve them in a
cost effective and timely manner.
Innoval offer so much more than
just aluminium testing; we never
provide data without expert
interpretation

The roots of most of our
staff are within Alcan or Alcoa,
and many employed by Innoval

came from the world-renowned
Banbury Research centre. It is
essential that we continue to
stay at the forefront of light
metals technology, and to this
end, we run a number of internal
and external development
programmes.

By engaging in cutting-edge
research and technology
development activities, such as
the highly successful REALCAR
project, we expand our skills and
knowledge base. This ensures
our customers have access to
world class expertise when they
need it, without the high fixed
costs of maintaining a full service
‘in house’ R&D facility.
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      together
  REALCAR

Jaguar XE Monocoque

Jaguar XE Prestige

millions of pounds. 
It didn’t stop there though;

Novelis has since helped Ford
develop a similar closed-loop
press shop scrap recycling system
as that used by JLR in the UK,
although with more returning
scrap streams. Ford installed $60
million worth of scrap-handling
equipment and now trailers full
of aluminium scrap are shipped
back to Novelis or Alcoa for
reprocessing. The simple “Cans to
Cars” recycling idea has had
major global ramifications for
both the aluminium industry and
major OEMs like JLR and Ford
and will continue to deliver
major financial benefits for many
years to come.

We’re proud to have
instigated such a successful
project which not only enabled
two global OEMs to embrace
vehicle lightweighting through the
use of affordable aluminium
sheet (which is also great for our
industry), but which also has
significant environmental impact.
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Roll welding has been used in the steel
industry since the 1970s for the cladding of
continuous caster rolls. Despite the relative
maturity of the underlying technology, more
recent developments in both consumable alloy

design and welding automation have ensured that the
technology of weld cladding remains the most cost-
effective technique for optimising the life-cycle cost of
continuous caster rolls and hot strip mill process rolls.

Recent developments in welding consumable alloy design and
materials selection have improved the life of critical components such
as the foot and drive rolls in the continuous caster and the pinch and
descaler rolls in the hot strip mill.

With the price of steel crashing globally there is continued and
increasing pressure on steel producers to decrease production costs
and increase efficiency. The cost, performance and life cycle of the
process rolls used in the hot rolling mill is influenced by many factors
including the operating characteristics, roll design and ancillary
component performance. However, it is often the suitability of the
surface composition and hardness of the rolls in question for the
environment they operate in that has the dominant effect on the roll
life and consequently the cost of the maintenance schedule adopted.
The characteristics of the roll surface (including composition and
hardness) can have a direct effect on the cost and performance of the
process rolls used in the hot strip mill, often a tertiary consideration
after the work and back up rolls, and therefore, the effective operation
of the mill.

Despite the many developments in cladding technology such as
laser cladding and thermal spraying, the submerged arc welding (SAW)
and open-arc welding (OA) processes remain the de facto standard
for the cladding of support rollers. This can be attributed to the high
deposition rate and cost effectiveness of the processes that are yet to
be matched by alternative techniques. Moreover, hot strip mill process
rolls are typically clad using the SAW process due to the high quality
of the deposit and high deposition rates that can be achieved with
multi-head submerged arc welding machines.

The flux-cored welding wire employed by both the submerged arc
and open arc processes are a proven cost-effective option and
provide an opportunity to tailor the composition of the surface
cladding to the demands of the application.

Weld cladding of rolls used in both the hot strip mill and
continuous caster is undoubtedly a mature technology. However, by
applying modern automation and control techniques to the welding
equipment and with further development of the cladding composition
it is proposed that weld cladding can continue to be of value to the
continuous casting and hot strip mill processes by further reducing the
life-cycle cost of the support and process rolls respectively.

The role of alloy design in hot strip mill roll cladding.
The cladding of Hot Strip Mill (HSM) process rolls is based on the

same underlying technology as caster roll cladding. However, due to
the different service conditions experienced by the rolls, material
selection for HSM process roll cladding places greater emphasis on
wear-resistance than in the continuous caster. Such increase in wear

resistance is achieved by increasing the carbon and carbide content of
the cladding material, which often requires the Cr content to be
reduced to maintain a martensitic microstructure, as described
graphically in Figure 1.

Case Study: hot Strip Mill Process Rolls.
The high-pressure (up to 300bar) water sprays used in the

descaler can have a detrimental effect on the life of the transport and
pinch rolls used in the descaler. Cast nickel-based rolls have been
employed in some mills (in North America) to provide resistance to
the erosive effects of the water sprays. Despite a cost of over $6,000
per roll, the life of the roll was limited to around 2 months due to
erosion of the roll surface as shown in Figure 2. The use of rolls clad
with the propriety weldclad alloy based around 0.2wt%C-12wt%Cr
(WLDC 8) resulted in a life increase of approximately 100% to 4-5
months. This contributed to an improved roll life-cycle cost and a net
annual saving of over $200,000

To increase descaler life further, a 0.3C-9Cr-3Mo alloy (termed
WLDC 5HT) was introduced. With increased carbon content and
reduced Cr content, the material is characterised by a martensitic
matrix with dispersed secondary carbides. The positive effect of
composition on the abrasive wear resistance of the 12wt%Cr and 9Cr
(WLDC 5HT) materials relative to 410SS type stainless steel is
demonstrated in Figure 3.

Weldclad offers opportunities for
ROLL CLADDING hOT ROLLING
MILL PROCESS ROLLS

Figure 1.  A description of the influence of alloying on microstructure using the
Schaeffler diagram. 

Figure 2. The Surface finish of a cast Ni alloy roll following service in the Descaler and cost
savings achieved by adopting 12Cr alloy cladding.
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The use of a 0.3C-9Cr (WLDC 5HT) alloy in a Taiwanese HSM
was seen to reduce the rate of descaler roll wear from 10mm/year
using a domestic cladding material to ~3mm/year and helped maintain
the surface finish of the roll during service as seen in Figure 4.

The Role of Machine Automation on Roll Cladding.
The cost of roll cladding often focuses on the cost of the

consumable.  However, productivity and quality can have an equally, if
not more, significant effect on the overall cost of a roll cladding
programme. Furthermore, although the cost of dedicated roll welding
equipment inevitably varies depending on the quality of equipment
sourced, the need to maximise the productivity and therefore the
return on the investment remains.

The design of a roll welding machine is dictated by the welding
process and size and shape of the component. For this reason, nearly
all roll welding machines share a number of common features
including a rotator assembly, to enable rotation of the roll under the
welding torch, and a beam-mounted welding torch to enable travel of
the welding torch relative to the length of the roll, as described in
Figure 5.

By incorporating modern automation and control technology into
this basic set-up it has proven possible to improve productivity and
enable a more consistent product quality.

For example, by replacing the traditional weld controller with a
graphical user interface (GUI) machine operation becomes more
intuitive and less reliant on welding expertise. Furthermore, a GUI
allows information relating to the machine operation and condition to
be readily collected and displayed. For example, qualified welding
procedures can be developed and saved, which can contribute to a
more consistent weld quality as exactly the same parameters can be
recalled and used at a later date.

By using software to control machine behaviour, rather then relying
on relay logic and imbedded circuits, the functionality of the machine
can also be expanded with minimum hardware modifications. For
example a GUI controlled welding machine was modified to allow
control of the height of the torch during welding to enable conical
rolls and rolls with concave or convex profiles to be welded
uninterrupted. Previously, changes to the torch position required
operator input.

Additional benefits, such as the ability to monitor and record a
range of welding parameters during welding and generate productivity
reports for management review, are also possible with GUI based
machines.

future Opportunities for Roll Cladding
As the previous case studies have demonstrated, focused alloy

design has enabled the life of individual rolls within the continuous
caster and Hot Strip Mill to be improved. By continuing this focused
approach, in conjunction with the end user, it is proposed that further
significant developments in roll life and costs can be made.

For example, over recent years a great deal of interest has been
shown in the weld reclamation of both hot and cold mill Back-Up
rolls. Indeed, although Back-Up rolls are being weld repaired on a
regular basis, repair is often undertaken using generic consumables. It is
proposed that there is significant scope to further understand the
demands placed on the Back-Up Roll cladding during service that
would underpin future product development and enable the next
generation of consumables to be realised.

Despite the obvious maturity of the arc weld cladding of rolls it is
clear that further development of the technology is still possible
through application-specific alloy design. Together with improved weld
quality and productivity improvements through improved machine
automation, it is proposed that the technology of weld cladding can
continue to add significant value to the management of rolls in the
continuous caster and process rolls in the hot strip mill.

Visit www.corewire.com or call +44 1252 5177766

Figure 3. ASTM G65 low stress abrasion test results for WLDC 8 and WLDC 5HT
compared to  410SS type material.

Figure 5. Example of dedicated roll welding machine designs, (A) compact machine with GUI
control pendant and (B) larger machine with standard control system.

Figure 4. Surface finish of
Descaler roll after service
clad with a 0.3C-9Cr alloy
(WLDC 5HT).
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This article will only highlight a few areas to consider when
designing your LOTO system.  A proper and complete LOTO system
requires a full understanding of the above safety standards and how
they apply to the unique applications in your mill.

Here are some basic design guidelines and best practices from 
the above safety standards to keep in mind when setting up your
pneumatic lockout system:

• Energy isolation device should dump hazardous energy 
quickly (large exhaust capacity)

• Energy isolation device should be unique in appearance 
compared to other ON/OFF devices

• Energy isolation device should only be lockable in the 
OFF position

• Energy isolation device should have two operating positions 
(ON or OFF) 

• System should include a visible indication of a SAFE condition 
(no hazardous energy present)  

• Overall circuits should be understood by engineers and 
operators – not just the basic mechanical/pneumatic 
interface, but the complete electrical control system as well

A risk assessment is a recommended starting point for any 
safety program.  Even though formal risk assessments are normally
associated with more complex subjects, it is still prudent to use the
spirit of the thought process for LOTO.   Risk (safety) is subjective 
and people’s perception of risk (safety) can vary.  If a potential risk 
is identified in a component, or within the LOTO procedure, and it 
can be eliminated from the system, then it is best practice to do so.  

Best Practice (ANSI B11.0):  
exhaust hazardous pneumatic energy quickly

There are a number of Pneumatic Energy Isolation Devices on the
market with various exhaust rates.  As part of a well thought-out
Lockout Tagout (LOTO) procedure, most of these devices can be
applied safely in your circuits.  However, if a potential hazard can be
“engineered out” of a circuit by selecting a different device, then it is
best practice to do so.

Members News
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Safety Article by Pneumatics Experts Ross Controls

There are a number of published safety standards to draw
from when considering the design of your Lockout Tagout
(LOTO) system.  Here are a few: 

• OSHA 1910.147  
• CSA Z460 – 2005   
• ANSI Z244.1 – 2003   
• ISO 14118 – 2000

LOTO applies to various energy sources:  electrical,
mechanical, hydraulic, chemical, radiation, thermal, gravitational
and pneumatic.  Pneumatics has its own particular issues based
on the physical properties of the energy involved.  

One example:  small
vent (bleed) hole
versus large capacity
exhaust

Application Example:  pneumatic circuit with 8 Cubic
feet at 100 psi

General Results: 
• Complete dissipation of air is accomplished in about 35 

seconds versus about 11 minutes.

•  Increase Productivity:  maintenance workers can safely enter 
work area almost immediately.

•  Improve Safety:

• Avoid False Sense of Security - maintenance workers do not 
unknowingly enter work area thinking hazardous air has been 
exhausted after their lock is applied.   

• Avoid Lockout Shortcut - maintenance workers are not 
tempted to shortcut the lockout procedure by knowingly not
waiting the needed time before entering work area. 

Exhaust Port Port 3 ≥ Port 2



Best Practice (OShA 1910.147): 
clearly identifiable 

It is always best to simplify actions needed for LOTO.  An
adequately trained workforce and properly marked Energy Isolation
Devices can overcome most issues, but if it is possible to “engineer
out” variables, it is always best to do so.  Standardizing on one type of
Energy Isolation Device that is unique in appearance and is of singular
use throughout the Mill will avoid potential confusion.

Best Practice (ANSI B11.0): 
only lockable in the Off position 

According to ANSI standards, Energy Isolation Devices should only
be lockable in the OFF position.  Eliminate the possibility of
misapplication of a lock with your selection of Energy Isolation
Devices.  

Best Practice (OShA 1910.147):  
tamper resistant 

Energy Isolation Valve & Lockout Device should not be easily
defeated and overridden.  There are various guards or covers that can
be used to prevent unauthorized removal of locks.  Some Energy
Isolation Devices are inherently designed to prevent tampering
without the need for an additional and separate cover/guard..  

11

Visually Confirm the Presence of Pneumatic Energy

Unique Appearance & Singular Function in the Mill may Avoid Potential Confusion

Locked ON                                 Locked Half-way

Locked OFF              Lockout Defeated                   Tamper Resistant Cover

Install pop-up indicator Install gauge Control room

visual Indication of Pressure at Device                                        visual Indication of Pressure at a Remote Location

Install pressure switch Warning light

OR +

Best Practice (ANSI B11.0):   
verify energy has dissipated after lockout is initiated

A proper lockout system should provide the worker a way to verify hazardous energy has been eliminated.  This can be as simple as
a pop-up indicator or pressure gauge installed in the pressure indicator port on the energy isolation device or a pressure switch installed
in the same port to illuminate a light or communicate with the main process control system.  If the Energy Isolation Device does not
have an inherent pressure indicator port, the same came be accomplished with a tee fitting off the outlet port. 



Check Valve      3-position Closed Center Valve
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Best Practice:   
know and understand the complete pneumatic circuit

Additional concerns when designing a LOTO system may reside in
trapped pressure that can be hazardous. Pneumatic circuits may
contain trapped pressure for normal operations, so a lockout system
design should take measures to neutralize this potential hazardous
energy.  Look for check valves and 3 position closed center valves in
your circuit. 

Hazardous trapped air pressure must be exhausted safely during
LOTO.  It may be necessary to block movement mechanically or to
lower a moving section controlled by the air to a safe position where
gravity or other forces cannot cause movement.

Best Practice:   restore pneumatic energy safely after
LOTO maintenance is complete

When air is reapplied to an exhausted system, motion is likely to
occur if devices (like cylinders) have been moved from their “at rest”
position.  In some cases this motion can be unexpected or rapid,
resulting in damage to equipment. In this case, soft start devices can be
used to allow the pressure to ramp up to approximately 50% of line
pressure before opening completely to allow full flow.  These devices
are often adjustable to control the pressure build up, and therefore
speed, during this first movement.  Depending on the machine design,
multiple soft start devices may be needed.   Note:  “point of use” soft
start devices may be needed for 3-position valves. 

Alternative Lockout Measures (ANSI B11.19):
Safeguarding during temporary stops not included in
your normal LOTO system

You may have applications that are safety protected with electrical
door interlocks, light curtains, safety mats, limit switches or other
devices that temporarily stop a machine or process.  If this is not part
of your LOTO procedure, then care should be taken to understand
the complete circuit and how these devices are connected.  An
example of a temporary stop controlled by electrical interlock would
be the in-process inspection area on a Galvanizing Line.

Safety does not end at the wire. If that wire is connected to a
pneumatic valve that controls hazardous energy, then the pneumatic
valve should be Control Reliable, if a worker is in harm’s way during
the temporary stop.  What is a Control Reliable pneumatic valve?  In
basic terms, it is a redundant (dual) valve with status monitoring.
Depending on the application, Category 3 or Category 4 protection
may be needed.  Piping two valves together in series or in parallel is
not an acceptable substitute. 

Control Reliable Safety Valve   =   Redundant (Dual) Valve with Internal Status Monitoring

Machine guarding has always been required to protect people but
with the advancement of machine guarding devices, alternative
measures of lockout have grown tremendously for production related
activities.  Productivity and safety benefits can be realized by grouping
multiple electrical and pneumatic controls into a safety system that is
under exclusive control at the point of use or entry.  This could
include a trapped key or one single low voltage lockout due to their
ability to provide exclusive control to cover large areas.  

By using alternative measure versus lockout you can reduce the
number of lockouts reducing the chances a worker might miss or skip
locking out an energy source.   

Utilizing well designed safety systems properly can increase
operator and equipment protection by preventing unsafe actions
performed in the name of productivity.  Additionally, alternative
measures can reduce the time required to put the machine into safe
mode and reduces the time to bring the machine back into service
once the problem is resolved.  Depending on your application,
alternative measures can save hours of production time in a given
week or month.  

Alternative measures as defined by ANSI Z244 require a risk
assessment to identify and control hazardous energy.  ANSI B11.0
provides a standard for risk assessment.  OSHA has agreed with this
risk assessment approach but requires Control Reliable systems be
used to provide a safe working condition.  ANSI B11.19 and ISO
13849-1:2006 provide insight and direction for properly designed
safety systems.

There are a number of qualified integrators providing design
assistance to mills to accomplish the gains associated with Single Point
Lockout.  

In summary, overall safety is only a strong as the weakest link in
the safety chain, so details matter.  A risk assessment is a
recommended starting point for any safety program. What level of
risk is acceptable?  Since risk is subjective, people’s perception of
risk can vary.  One rule of thumb, “when in doubt, engineer it out”.   

A properly designed pneumatic lockout system and procedure
can provide improvements in both safety and productivity.  Safety is
the overriding driver for implementing a proper lockout procedure,
but your project ROI will be enhanced by adding the productivity
improvement factors.  Clearly, safety is a win-win for any business.

Electrical
Disconnect

Electrical Door
Interlock

Electrical Door
Interlock

Safety Mat

Additional information on 
safety standards can be found at:  
www.osha.gov
www.ccohs.ca  
www.ansi.org   
www.iso.org
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Steve Boyette
Global Industry Specialist - SAFETY
FS Eng (TÜV Rheinland, #9233/ 14, Machinery)
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forgemasters
wins million pound 

USCASTING
CONTRACT

The Sheffield heavy engineering specialist won 

the contract with Ajax-Ceco, an American press

manufacturer, based on its quality of production and

developmental input into the design of the frame.

SFIL will use 550 tonnes of liquid steel to cast the

press frame, which will measure almost 13m in

length, 3.5m wide and 3.2m deep and aims to

complete the project, including final machining, by

early 2017.

Michael Holloway, senior sales manager at SFIL,

said: “Winning the Ajax casting contract against

strong overseas competition and harsh market

conditions is purely down to our quality and technical

manufacturing skills.

“We put a considerable body of work into

modeling the casting ahead of a visit from the

customer and this threw up some design

modifications which were beneficial. 

“This, combined with our history of delivering

press frames to exacting specifications, including prior

castings manufacture work with Ajax, was crucial to

securing the work.

“The frame will take several weeks to cool after

the casting has been poured before it can be lifted

from the pit and it will undergo heat treatments and

machining work to incredibly fine tolerances prior to

despatch.”

The frame will form part of an expansion to the

fully automated Southwest Steel Processing LLC

forging plant in Newport, Arkansas.

SHEFFIELD FORGEMASTERS INTERNATIONAL LTD (SFIL) HAS BEATEN OFF KOREAN
COMPETITION TO WIN A CASTING CONTRACT WORTH ONE MILLION POUNDS.
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This online course covers all aspects of the 
PRINCE2 Project Management method. 
The course uses voice and animation and is
equivalent to the five day workshop, but in an
easy to use format with 12 months access and
full tutor support. This course conforms to the
syllabus for those delegates wishing to gain
registered PRINCE2 Foundation and 
Practitioner level certification.

PRINCE2® Foundation and Practitioner

Benefits
• No travel or accommodation costs
• Study in your own time and be confident for the exam
• Full tutorial support
• Take your exam at a pace that suits you

What’s included?
• 12 months online access to our accredited PRINCE2 
Foundation course

• Full tutor support
• Additional materials to help to put PRINCE2 into 
practice

• PRINCE2 Foundation and Practitioner mock exam 
revision tool
• PRINCE2 Process Map

Optional extras
• PRINCE2 manual. You may wish to purchase the ‘
Managing Successful Projects with PRINCE2’ manual at
an additional cost. 

• PRINCE2 Foundation and Practitioner Exams

Learning Overview
• Course introduction
• Overview to PRINCE2 and principles
• PRINCE2 Processes
• PRINCE2 Themes
• Business Case
• Organisation
• Quality 
• Plans
• Risk
• Change
• Progress
• PRINCE2 Example Project
• PRINCE2 documents and PRINCE2 Templates
• PRINCE2 exam technique and PRINCE2 Mock Exam 
Simulator

• Introduction to PRINCE2 Practitioner
• Marking up the PRINCE2 Manual
• Practical Practitioner Exercises
• PRINCE2 Project Simulations
• PRINCE2 Project Scenarios
• Business Case Simulation
• Organizational Simulation
• Quality Simulation
• Product Breakdown Structure Simulation
• Management of Risk Simulation
• PRINCE2 guide to exam technique
• PRINCE2 Mock Exam Questions, answers and 
marking guide

Email: jtectrain@gmail.com      
Contact: 01142 212234/ 07752416108
Visit: www.jtectraining.com

mission
patterns
PATTERNS, MOULDS &
BESPOKE JOINERY

Engineering Pattern Making ■ Mould Making
Masters ■ Models & Prototypes ■ Vac Form Tooling 
Jigs ■ Templates 

ryan@missionpatterns.co.uk
07792 727346

e
m
Unit 4 ■ Whitting Valley Road ■ Chesterfield S41 9EY

www.missionpatterns.co.uk
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For further details contact:
R. Ruddlestone

Director BMPCA
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Advantage House
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BMPCA 2016 
Meeting & Social Events Calendar

Chesterfield Special Cylinders

CISDI

Corewire Ltd

Danieli Ltd

Davy Markham

Industrial Automation & Control Ltd

Innoval Technology Ltd

Metalock Engineering UK Ltd

MII

Oldham Engineering

Parkegate Engineering Ltd / SMS MEER

Ross Controls

Sarclad Ltd

Sheffield Forgemasters Engineering

Thermo Fisher Scientific

BMPCA members

July 14th Business Meeting - HSL Buxton

October 6th Business Meeting and AGM

November 17th Annual Lunch Painter Hall London


